[Intraoperative aneurysmal rupture at the neck].
Intraoperative rupture of an aneurysm can lead to disastrous results when the rupture occurs at the neck. The authors have encountered eight cases (5%) of intraoperative rupture in a series of 155 patients. All patients were operated on in the acute stage by one of the authors of this paper (T.Y.). In six cases, the aneurysm ruptured at the dome and in two, at the neck. We report these two patients with intraoperative rupture at the neck. The first case, a 50-year-old female, developed SAH, but a 4-vessel study failed to show an aneurysm. The second series of angiograms obtained ten days later showed a broad-based, left proximal A1 aneurysm. It was decided to employ a right pterional approach. The aneurysm was arising from the right A1 segment just proximal to the anterior communicating artery. The neck was wide, with thin walls. Thus, it seemed better to apply a clip parallel to the A1 segment axis than to apply it from a direction perpendicular to the A1 segment axis. However, the right pterional approach precluded a parallel clipping, so the blades of a clip were applied perpendicularly. The clip seemed not to be completely across the neck of the aneurysm. After applying a temporary clip to the A1 segment proximal to the aneurysm, the clip blades were opened and advanced just when bursting of the sac at the base occurred and microvascular suture repair was required to control the bleeding. The second case, a 57-year-old female, underwent clipping of a right IC-PC aneurysm. However, two years postoperatively, the patient again suffered SAH. Cerebral angiography at this time revealed a relatively large recurrent IC-PC aneurysm in which the old clip was situated on the dome of the aneurysm. Aneurysmal clipping was performed on the day of rupture. Tough granular tissue was removed from the ICA, PcomA, aneurysmal neck, and the old clip. After the true neck was identified, a straight clip was applied to the neck parallel to the ICA. Soon after the clipping, arterial bleeding occurred near the neck. The ruptured aneurysm was trapped using two temporary clips. A curved clip was applied to the ruptured neck, including the wall of the ICA, to control the bleeding. This clipping caused a substantial stenosis of the ICA. Both patients demonstrated postoperative neurological deficits due to ischemia caused by temporary clipping. These encounters dramatically demonstrated that a very thin-walled aneurysm or a recurrent aneurysm has a fragile neck. In surgical treatment of these unusual aneurysms, a clip should be placed on the neck parallel to the parent artery. Furthermore, temporary clipping is advisable when dissecting the neck or applying the clip to the neck to reduce the damage to the neck.